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NIV, Beautiful Word Bible Journal, Ephesians, Paperback, Comfort Print
A new city. A new school. New friends. The Daniels sisters have been slowly rebuilding their lives after
their mother’s death. Ansley’s the baker. Amber’s the volleyball player. Ashton "Cammie" Daniels has
fallen in love with dancing. There’s nothing she loves better than attending dance class with her two
friends, Rani and June. But that joy is in jeopardy when Rani’s father announces they may be moving to
London. When she finds out about the school's spring talent show, Ashton thinks that if she and her
friends enter and dance, Rani's parents will think twice about taking their daughter away from her home,
friends, and activities. But her dreams begin to fall apart when the group can't agree on music, costumes,
or choreography! Cammie has an important decision to make: stick it out for Rani's sake, go off on her
own, or close the curtain for good on her dream to dance. Ashton’s Dancing Dreams— Is the second
book in the Daniels Sisters Faithgirlz fiction series Features diverse characters any tween girl can relate
to Written by the daughters of beloved author and speaker Wynter Pitts Is an engaging read for girls ages
8-12 Includes illustrations Is a perfect gift for tween girls, and is great for Spring Break and summer
vacation reading

Ultimate Bible for Girls
With special ready-to-color artwork, this artistic edition features thick white paper and extra-wide
margins leaving ample space for her own creative illustrations or journal entries.

Loved and Cherished
The new Inspire PRAYER Bible is the third all-new edition of Inspire--the bestselling line of Bibles for
coloring and creative journaling. The Inspire PRAYER Bible has wider margins with even more space
to Bible journal or create; 400 beautiful full- and partial-page Scripture line-art illustrations to color; 32
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colorful and gorgeously designed see-through vellum pages featuring prayers; and 142 Inspired Prayer
journaling prompts to inspire personalized prayer. All features in this special edition of Inspire are aimed
at helping the reader focus their heart on prayer and enhancing their coloring and creative-journaling
journey through the Bible. Beloved Inspire Features: Single-column setting Wide margins Hundreds of
Scripture line-art illustrations to color 8.65-point font (larger than most full-size journaling Bibles) New
Inspire PRAYER Bonus Features: 400 all-new beautifully designed Scripture verse illustrations to color,
including 94 full-page designs Even more space in the extra-wide 3" margins 32 colorful and gorgeously
designed see-through vellum pages featuring prayers 142 Inspired Prayer journaling prompts to inspire
personalized written prayers High-quality white Bible paper for increased readability and brighter, purer
display of added color

Journal the Word Bible
The Inspire Bible is now available in large print! Enjoy all of the cherished features from the Inspire
Bible plus enlarged text for a comfortable reading experience and larger illustrations for coloring! A
much-anticipated extension to the Inspire Bible line, this beautiful resource is for people wanting to
connect to Scripture through art but who have a hard time reading the smaller text in other wide-margin
Bibles, or who prefer a larger canvas for coloring and adding original art. The large-print Inspire Bible
offers even more space for notes and illustrations in the extra-wide margins, along with a large, readable
10.8-point text font. The large-print version is the same as the original Inspire Bible, but it augments the
beauty of the features with even bigger line-art illustrations to color and ample blank space for creating.
Now available in a beautiful, tranquil blue Hardcover LeatherLike edition featuring the much-loved fullcolor vintage floral page edge printing, a matching ribbon marker, and an elastic band closure.

Color the Promises of God
Disciples were first called Christians at Antioch (Acts 11:26). Discipleship and Christianity are bound
together in God's Word. In order to be the Christian God wants us to be, we must be the disciple God
wants us to be. Author Heath Rogers uses God's illustrations to guide us through a study of the qualities
of discipleship. From soldier to servant, from clay in the Potter's hand to apologist, these God-defined
aspects of discipleship are discussed with the idea in mind that we can each become a stronger Christian.

Prayer Journal for Women
The NIV Inspiring Words Holy Bible contains over 50 ready-to-color illuminated verses on high quality
thick paper as well as the complete text of the New International Version (NIV) translation.

NIV Beautiful Word Coloring Bible for Girls
The art of the Sistine Chapel, decorated by artists who competed with one another and commissioned by
popes who were equally competitive, is a complex fabric of thematic, chronological, and artistic
references. Four main campaigns were undertaken to decorate the chapel between 1481 and 1541, and
with each new addition, fundamental themes found increasingly concrete expression. One overarching
theme plays a central role in the chapel: the legitimization of papal authority, as symbolized by two
keys—one silver, one gold—to the kingdom of heaven. The Sistine Chapel: Paradise in Rome is a concise,
informative account of the Sistine Chapel. In unpacking this complex history, Ulrich Pfisterer reveals
the remarkable unity of the images in relation to theology, politics, and the intentions of the artists
themselves, who included such household names as Botticelli, Michelangelo, and Raphael. Through a
study of the main campaigns to adorn the Sistine Chapel, Pfisterer argues that the art transformed the
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chapel into a pathway to the kingdom of God, legitimizing the absolute authority of the popes. First
published in German, the prose comes to life in English in the deft hands of translator David
Dollenmayer.

NIV, Beautiful Word Coloring Bible, Large Print, Imitation Leather, Purple/Tan
He has made everything beautiful in its time. Ecclesiastes 3:11 Your devotional time is precious as you
draw near to the Lord and experience His love in your life. The Beautiful Word Devotional is the perfect
companion to help you experience His goodness through His Word as beautifully lettered Scripture. This
devotional includes: 182 verses illustrated in full color Special places to write your own reflections
Warm devotions for each day of the year Dive into 365 devotions to nurture your spirit and encourage
your heart as God’s Word washes over you with its promises. With lovely devotions and inspiring
images, The Beautiful Word Devotional will refresh your heart daily as you seek to enjoy God’s Word
in a creative way.

Beauty in the Bible
The NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Coloring Bible for Girls contains hundreds of inspiring verses illustrated
in detailed, ready-to-color line art created just for girls ages 8-12. The thick white paper with lightly
ruled lines in the extra-wide margins provides ample space for your own artistic expressions and
journaling.

The Beautiful Word Devotional
The NIV Journal the WordTM Bible, Large Print allows you to capture your thoughts every day with
plenty of room for notes or journaling next to your treasured verses. With a unique and classic cover,
this single-column edition features thick cream-colored paper with lightly ruled lines in the extra-wide
margins, perfect to reflect on God's Word and enhance your study. Excellent for a gift or for personal
use, it can also be a cherished heirloom to pass on to future generations with your personal writings
inside! Features of this treasured Bible include: Lined, wide margins for notes and reflections Thicker
cream paper for enduring note-taking Complete text of the accurate, readable, and clear New
International Version (NIV) Easy-to-read black-letter text Large print type size Lays flat in your hand or
on your desk Ribbon marker 10-point type size

Beautiful Word Coloring Bible for Teen Girls
Am I loved? Am I valuable? Am I smart? The questions can go on for as long as a girl’s imagination
and self-image allow. A girl needs to know that she is enough because of God’s love. So often, girls and
women give in to the lies that how they look and how popular they are determines their worth. But as
children of God, we can have the confidence that we are loved, protected, secure, whole, and valuable
because God is our heavenly father. Loved and Cherished equips girls ages 8–12 to: Discover perfect,
unconditional love in God, and that she doesn’t have to perform or be perfect to receive that love. Know
she has God’s protection, despite living in an often-scary world. Let go of heartaches, fears, and
failures, because she has the love she needs to face it. Build a strong foundation of faith on the love who
will never leave her so she can face the challenges of growing up.

The Sistine Chapel
You'll love the brand-new Women sBible Study Coloring Journal featuring a unique blend of Bible
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study and coloring elements plus ample journaling space."
NIV, Beautiful Word Coloring Bible for Girls Pencil/Sticker Gift Set, Updated,
Leathersoft Over Board, Teal, Comfort Print
Easy to color and easy to read! Reflect on the precious truths of Scripture with the NIV Beautiful
Word(tm) Coloring Bible, Large Print, featuring beautiful line art for coloring and a large type size.
Perfect for all ages, this Bible's thick white paper with lightly ruled lines in the extra-wide margins
provides ample space for your own artistic expressions and journaling. The NIV Beautiful Word(tm)
Coloring Bible, Large Print is a perfect gift that will become a cherished keepsake full of personalized
creative expressions of faith. Features of this treasured Bible include: Hundreds of verses illustrated in
ready-to-color line art Readable 10-point type size Thicker white paper for enduring note-taking Lined,
wide margins for notes, reflections and art Complete text of the accurate, readable, and clear New
International Version (NIV) Easy-to-read black letter text in a single-column format Lays flat in your
hand or on your desk Ribbon marker

Beautiful Word Bible
Inspire: Psalms includes all of the cherished features from the original Inspire Bible displayed
beautifully in a coloring-book-style edition of the book of Psalms. This charming, square-trimmed,
oversized edition of the ancient prayers and praises of Israel contains God's inspired word displayed in a
new way to inspire Scripture meditation and response. Inspire: Psalms is a single-column edition of the
full book of Psalms combined with key verses displayed beautifully, including words to color in right
within the Bible text. There are over 50 Scripture line-art illustrations in the wide margins to color and
plenty of extra space for creative journaling. Inspire: Psalms features thicker, uncoated art paper,
befitting of popular coloring books, which limits bleed-through and allows for use of even more
markers, supplies, and techniques for coloring and creative journaling. Inspire: Psalms is great for
people wanting to connect to the Psalms through art and extends a beautiful invitation to slow down and
soak in God's Word while coloring or creative-art-journaling on the pages.

Inspire
Now refreshed with 100 additional illustrations plus peel and stick Bible book tabs, the NIV Beautiful
Word(TM) Bible, Updated Edition offers a one-of-a-kind visual treatment of Scripture.

NIV, Beautiful Word Coloring Bible, Hardcover
The NIV Journal the Word(TM) Bible allows you to express yourself every day with plenty of room for
notes or Bible art journaling next to your treasured verses.

NIV, Beautiful Word Bible, Hardcover, Multi-Color Floral Cloth
Make your time with the Lord even more meaningful as you color and reflect on His love for you with
The Beautiful Word Creative Coloring and Hand Lettering. Learn simple techniques of hand lettering
with the clear guides included in this deluxe coloring and hand lettering book!

Inspire Prayer Bible NLT (Hardcover Leatherlike, Metallic Gold): The Bible for
Coloring & Creative Journaling
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The NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Coloring Bible for Girls contains hundreds of ready-to-color verses,
stickers and a set of colored pencils so girls ages 8-12 can express themselves through coloring and
journaling.

Inspire Praise
The NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Coloring Bible employs the proven stress-relieving benefits of adult
coloring to help quiet your soul, so you can reflect on the precious truths of Scripture. Perfect for all
ages, the thick white paper with lightly ruled lines in the extra-wide margins, provides ample space for
your own artistic expressions and journaling.

NIV Wonders of Creation Holy Bible, Hardcover
Be Blessed Tonight Feel the concerns of your day fade away through the reassuring promises of God.
These blessings offer refreshment to your soul and a biblical perspective to your thoughts. Borne from
Susie Larson's own bouts with nighttime worries, each blessing and related Scripture is a daily, soothing
reminder of God's love and mercy. "May the Lord show you His favor and give you His peace."

Revelation
Featuring art from the bestselling NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Bible, Updated Edition the NIV Beautiful
Word Bible Journal, Ephesians, includes the full text of the book of Ephesians, along with verse art and
wide margins for journaling.

NIV, Journal the Word Bible, Cloth Over Board, Pink Floral
With special ready-to-color artwork, this artistic edition features thick white paper and extra-wide
margins leaving ample space for her own creative illustrations or journal entries.

NIV Beautiful Word Coloring Bible for Girls
Prayer Journal for Women: 52 Weeks Scripture, Devotional, & Guided Prayer Journal includes Scripture
verses, reflections on the Word, and journaling prompts to guide your walk with God and strengthen
your faith. Verses are organized thematically: Love & Inner Beauty - Provision & Faithfulness - God's
Love - Adversity & Trials - Awe & Sovereignty - Strength Through Faith - Fear - Grace & Forgiveness
A perfect companion for individual worship or for group Bible study, this 12-month journal features: *
A generous 8 x 10 trim size with plenty of space to write * Four full pages for each week of the year *
Original illustrations on each page by author and artist Shannon Roberts Each week includes: * Scripture
- An inspiring Bible verse to reflect and meditate on throughout your week, giving you time to
memorize the verse and ingrain it into your heart and soul. * Reflect - A "Reflect" page with thoughts
and questions prompted by the weekly Scripture verse, along with space to record your own thoughts
and responses. * Journal - Two full pages to journal your praise for God, your prayer requests, the things
on your heart, and how you wish to be taught and guided, as well as a Bible verse about the power of
prayer. * Answered Prayers - A tracker with space to record your prayers, so you can see how God
moves in your life throughout the course of a year.

Women's Bible Study Coloring Journal
The NIV Journal the WordT Bible, Large Print helps you creatively express yourself every day with
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plenty of room for notes or Bible art journaling next to your treasured verses. With unique and
sophisticated covers, this single-column edition features large print type and thick cream-colored paper
with lightly ruled lines in the extra-wide margins.

NIV, Beautiful Word Bible Journal, Romans, Paperback, Comfort Print
The NKJV Beautiful WordTM Bible, Large Print is an exquisitely designed, full-color Bible filled with
500 illustrated verses that offers a one-of-kind visual treatment of Scripture, encouraging you to
understand and experience God's Word in a fresh way.

Inspire Psalms
In this coloring book perfect for all ages, over thirty inspiring and important Scriptures from the NIV
translation are illustrated and decorated in unique line art, allowing you to color in each image as you
meditate on God s Word."

Inspiring Words
The bestselling Inspire Bible is a beautiful single-column, wide-margin New Living Translation coloring
and creative journaling Bible that has become a treasured legacy Bible for many. The Inspire PRAISE
Bible has even more beautiful line-art illustrations to color, with nearly 500 all-new full- and partialpage Scripture illustrations attractively displayed throughout the Bible. Inspire PRAISE includes thirtytwo colorful and beautifully-designed transparent praise-themed journaling pages to enhance your
coloring and creative journaling journey through the Bible. They are placed throughout the Bible to
provide extra space for prayers, praises, or additional creative expression. Leave traces of faith--and
PRAISE--throughout the Bible for a treasure that will truly inspire! The lightly-ruled, two-inch-wide
margins offer additional space to write notes and reflections or to draw and create. The nearly 11-point
font is larger than most large print journaling Bibles, and the thicker white Bible paper offers greater
readability and brighter, purer display of added color while responding creatively on the pages of the
Bible.

I Can Read My Illustrated Bible
If you are a parent, grandparent, pastor, or teacher looking for a way to teach the children in your life
about God’s never stopping, never giving up, unbreaking, always and forever love, look no further than
The Jesus Storybook Bible. What makes The Jesus Storybook Bible different from other kids’ Bibles?
While other kids’ Bibles contain stories from the Old and New Testaments, The Jesus Storybook Bible
tells the Story beneath all the stories in the Bible, pointing to Jesus as our Savior. From the Old
Testament through the New Testament, as the Story unfolds, children will clearly see that Jesus is at the
center of God’s great story of salvation – and at the center of their story too. The Jesus Storybook Bible:
Visually brings scripture to life for children ages 4–12 Contains 21 stories from the Old Testament & 23
stories from the New Testament Presents the best-loved stories of the Bible in an easy-to-understand
format Features the bestselling writing of Sally Lloyd-Jones & award-winning illustrations of Jago
Includes a durable hardcover and bright illustrations Is also ideal for adults looking to explore the Bible
in a new way The Jesus Storybook Bible has sold over 2 million copies! Check out the rest of the series,
The Jesus Storybook Bible Coloring Book, and the text-based version, The Story of God’s Love for
You.

Jesus Storybook Bible
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See God's plan and key teachings of the Bible through this remarkable version of the NIV Color Code
Bible. The NIV Color Code Bible for kids will teach your children key biblical truths on important
themes and make learning the God's Word fascinating and fun.

Journal the Word Bible
The NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Coloring Bible for Girls contains hundreds of inspiring verses illustrated
in detailed, ready-to-color line art created just for girls ages 8-12. The thick white paper with lightly
ruled lines in the extra-wide margins provides ample space for your own artistic expressions and
journaling.

The NIV Color Code Bible
My Beautiful Princess Bible
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall,
the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Ashton's Dancing Dreams
Immerse yourself in the Bible's promises with these beautifully crafted, hand-drawn verses by Lori
Siebert--all ready for your own creative touch. As you spend a few restful moments coloring and
contemplating these well-loved passages of Scripture, each page will become a personal reminder that
God's Word is for you.

NIV, Beautiful Word Coloring Bible for Teen Girls, Hardcover
A new addition to the I Can Read brand, the I Can Read My Illustrated Bible teaches children about the
Bible while helping them grow more confident in their own reading skills as they build their vocabulary.
This Level 1 storybook Bible for early readers presents over 30 classic Bible stories that children can
read all by themselves. Stories include Noah’s Ark, David and Goliath, Miriam and baby Moses, Queen
Esther, the Birth of Jesus, Jesus Walks on Water, and many more from the Old and New Testaments.
With charming illustrations and simple, easy-to-understand language, I Can Read My Illustrated Bible
will help children develop a lifelong habit of making faith their own by spending quality time with God.
I Can Read My Illustrated Bible: Is part of the I Can Read! Brand—the premier line of books for
beginning readers Is a trusted tool to assist in developing biblical literacy among young readers Helps
children develop a lifelong habit of spending quality time with God and his Word

Eucharistic Miracles
The NIV Beautiful WordTM Bible is an exquisitely designed, full-color Bible filled with 500 illustrated
verses that offers a one-of-a-kind visual treatment of Scripture, encouraging you to understand and
experience God s Word in a fresh way."

Portraits of Discipleship
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Packed with exciting features that help tween girls better understand themselves and Scripture, the NIV
Ultimate Bible for Girls teaches girls that the Bible is real, relevant, and, best of all, that the story of God
and his people is also their story. Features include: Book introductions--Read about the who, when,
where, and what of each book. Dream Girl--Use your imagination to put yourself in the story. Bring It
On!--Take quizzes to really get to know yourself. Is There a Little (Eve, Ruth, Isaiah) in You?--See for
yourself what you have in common. Words to Live By--Check out these Bible verses that are great for
memorizing. What Happens Next?--Create a list of events to tell a Bible story in your own words. Oh, I
Get It!--Find answers to Bible questions you've wondered about. The complete New International
Version (NIV) translation Vibrant, two-color interior Beautiful cover design with foil and glitter
Features written by bestselling author and tween expert Nancy Rue

Blessings for the Evening
My Beautiful Princess Bible is the perfect Bible for princesses of all ages! This one-of-a-kind Bible with
special features from bestselling author Sheri Rose Shepherd was created for girls ages 3 and up. The
pink and purple interior, along with the over 500 highlighted Bible verses, will have God's princesses
excited about reading God's Word! Girls will love the 24 pages of full-color inserts including Sheri
Rose's love letters from God and beautiful prayers that will encourage them to communicate with their
Father in Heaven. Sheri Rose also writes about 10 of her favorite girls in the Bible, 14 of her favorite
promise verses, how to become God's princess, and so much more! Every feature, including the 66 book
introduction sentences and the very special content for girls found throughout this Bible, was uniquely
created to engage girls with the Word of God and to instill truth in their hearts.

NIV Inspiring Words Holy Bible, Hardcover
Featuring art from the bestselling NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Bible, the NIV Beautiful Word(TM) Bible
Journal, Romans, includes the full text of the book of Romans, along with verse art and wide margins for
journaling.

Niv, Beautiful Word Bible, Updated Edition, Peel/Stick Bible Tabs, Leathersoft,
Brown/Pink, Red Letter, Comfort Print
Contemplate God s amazing world with the Wonders of Creation Holy Bible, featuring ready-to-becolored illustrations of the animals, landscapes, and other wonders of creation, as well as the full text of
the bestselling New International Version (NIV) translation."

The Beautiful Word Creative Coloring and Hand Lettering
The story of 36 major Eucharistic Miracles from Lanciano, Italy in 800 to Stich, Bavaria in 1970.
Details the official investigations. Tells where some are still venerated today. Covers Hosts that have
bled, turned to flesh, levitated, etc.; plus, of Saints who have lived on the Eucharist alone. Reinforces the
Church's doctrine of the Real Presence of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament like no other book!
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